The Blue & White Room

Celebrating the use of blue and white in decorating, this book presents a series of themes,
objects and details in a room-by-room guided tour of the rich visual possibilities that this
classic combination has inspired. It first surveys the historical precedents for the
blue-and-white theme, taking examples such as the Alhambra in Granada, the Mogul palaces
in Rajasthan and the Banqueting Room in the Brighton Pavilion. It traces the colours influence
on manufacturers such as Delft, Sevres and Royal Worcester, and shows how such pieces have
been successfully integrated into blue-and-white design schemes for more than 300 years. The
book goes on the show blue and white as an inspiration for modern interiors and exteriors,
giving guidelines for choosing textures, patterns, furnishing and accessories, to enable readers
to interpret the theme in their own homes. Mary Gilliatts many previous books on design
include The Decorating Book, Decorating on the Cheap and English Country Style.
The State of Speech: Rhetoric and Political Thought in Ancient Rome, The Rose Garden
(Gulistan) of Saadi, Commentaries On The Laws Of England: In Four Books, Volume 3,
Heinemann Themes in Psychology: Psychology and Organizations, The Odes and Psalms of
Solomon, Published from the Syriac Version, Meditation in Seven Steps: Unlocking the
Depths of Human Fulfillment, Malcolm Fraser: A Biography, Dressing Rich,
Blue-and-white rooms are crisp, clean, and all-American. Here are some of House Beautiful's
favorite rooms in this color palette. Nov 8, Explore Stacy Epps's board Blue and White
Rooms on Pinterest. See more ideas about House decorations, Beach homes and Blue and
white. Nov 28, Blue and white is always a classic color combination and can be White with
The Enchanted Home - Design Chic Foyer, Dining Room Decor. Pick up decorating ideas for
blue and white from these gorgeous rooms, sure to inspire you to freshen up your own home
with this classic color combo.
34 Enchanting Blue and White Rooms. This classic color combination can be both relaxing
and invigorating, and in the hands of our favorite designers, it always. The classic combination
of true-blue with bright-white is still a timeless country paletteâ€”here are a few of our
favorite rooms that wear the colors. Beautiful blue and white bedrooms are just what you need
to Unlike a themed room, it incorporates coastal motifs and traditional elements.
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